HOW TO:
Herb Garden in a Drawer
(in 7 easy steps)

Supplies:
Wooden drawer
Primer
Paint
Brushes
Power drill
Potting soil
Herbs/Flowers

Optional Supplies:
Plastic (trash bag/plastic drop cloth)
Drawer handles
Scissors/box cutter

Step 1
Drill holes in bottom of drawer. Mark holes for handles and drill holes.
Step 2
Prime and paint outside of drawer. Be as festive and outgoing as you want. You may want to look at other examples.
Let dry.

Step 3
Measure out enough plastic to fit inside of drawer. Put plastic inside drawer and let extra plastic hang over top. Poke holes in plastic to match up to the holes you drilled. (optional)

The alternative to using plastic, is using latex paint on the inside of the drawer. This helps protect the wood from rotting.

Step 4
Drill handle on.
Step 5
Pour soil into drawer and spread evenly. Trim plastic.

Step 6
Begin putting your herbs/flowers in soil. Add soil as needed.

Step 7
Enjoy your newly made herb/flower garden and remember to water.